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Abstract
We consider the problem of scheduling n jobs on I?Zidentical parallel machines to minimize a regular cost function. The
standard list scheduling algorithm converts a list into a feasible schedule by focusing on the job start times. We prove that
list schedules are dominant for this type of problem. Furthermore, we prove that an alternative list scheduling algorithm,
focusing on the completion
dependent setup times.
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1. Introduction
We consider the problem of scheduling a set J of
n independent jobs J1, J2 , . . . , J, on m identical parallel machines MI, I&, . , Mm with sequence dependent
setup times. Each job J, (j = 1,. . . ,n) must be processed without preemption on exactly one of the machines during a given non-negative time pj and may
have a release date and a due date. Each machine Mk
(k = 1, . , m) is available from a given non-negative
time Sk onwards and can process at most one job at
a time. A schedule o- specifies for each job Jj a completion time C,(o). The quality of schedule o is measured by a reyufur objective function f(o) that needs
to be minimized. An objective function f is called
regular if f(al ) >.f(c~) implies that Cj(al ) >C,(O~)
foratleastonej(j=
l,...,n);cf.Baker[l].Forany
scheduling problem with a regular objective function,
there always exists an optimal schedule that is semi-
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active. A semiactive schedule is a schedule in which
no job can be processed earlier without changing the
job sequences on the machines.
In the remainder, we use the three-field notation
proposed by Graham et al. [5] to classify machine
scheduling problems. The first field in this notation
specifies the machine environment. The symbols we
use are P and Q to indicate identical and uniform parallel machines, respectively. The second field specifies the job characteristics. The symbols we use are
rj to indicate that jobs have release dates, and s, and
s?i to indicate that sequence independent setup times
and sequence dependent setup times, respectively, occur. The last field specifies the objective function. The
symbols we use are C,,, to indicate the minimization
of the makespan, and L,,, to indicate the minimization of the maximum lateness.
The plan of this paper is as follows. In Section 2,
we explain the concept of list scheduling. We point
out that list schedules need not be dominant for problems with sequence dependent setup times if the list
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Setup matrix s,,
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scheduling algorithm focuses on the starting times of
the jobs. Finally, in Section 3, we prove that the list
schedules are dominant if the list scheduling algorithm
focuses on the completion times of the jobs.
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m
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Given a certain list or permutation
rc of the job
set 3, a standard list scheduling algorithm constructs
a schedule for the parallel machines as follows: the
next job of the list is scheduled on the machine that
is available first. If a tie exists, then usually the job
is scheduled on the machine with the smallest index.
Thus, this algorithm focuses on the starting times of
the jobs. The schedule that results from the list n is denoted by LIST(rc). Several authors analyze the worstcase performance of list scheduling algorithms. For
instance, Graham [4] analyzes the worst-case performance of the list scheduling algorithm with the jobs
sorted in order of non-increasing
processing times for
the problem PI /C,,, . List schedules are also used in
branch-and-bound
algorithms for problems in which
the set of list schedules is dominant, i.e., contains at
least one optimal solution. Woerlee [S], for instance,
develops such a branch-and-bound
algorithm for the
problem P(ri IL,,, .
A schedule in which no machine is kept idle when
there is a job available for processing is called a nondelay schedule. Given a non-delay schedule cr, there
is exactly one list rc such that LIST(rc) = o: the ith job
of rr is the job with the ith smallest starting time in
(7. So, there is a one-to-one relation between a nondelay schedule and a list. Therefore, if for a certain
problem the non-delay schedules are dominant, then
enumerating all possible lists and evaluating the resulting list schedules yields an optimal solution; see
also Elmaghraby and Park [3].
For problems with setup times, however, the nondelay schedules are not dominant. Ovacik and Uz-
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I. Gantt chart representing the optimal solution.

soy [6] present an instance for the problem Plsji (C,,,
for which the set of list schedules contains no optimal
solution. The data for this instance with two machines
and three jobs are given in Tables 1 and 2. The optimal solution with makespan 7 is given in Fig. 1. In
no optimal schedule is J3 processed first. So, the optimal list must be Ji - Jz - J3 or 52 - J1 - 53. Neither
list yields, however, an optimal solution. For problems with general release and due dates the non-delay
schedules are not dominant either.
In the following section, we present an alternative
list scheduling algorithm. This algorithm focuses on
the completion times of the jobs instead of the starting
times. For problems without setup times, this altemative list scheduling algorithm is equal to the standard
list scheduling algorithm. We show that the list schedules are dominant, even for problems with sequence
dependent setup times.

3. An alternative list scheduling algorithm
Recall
sign the
available
rithm we
on which

that standard list scheduling algorithms asnext job of the list to the machine that is
first. In the alternative list scheduling algoassign the next job of the list to the machine
it is completed first. The schedule that re-
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suits from list rc using the latter algorithm is denoted
by g(7c). Note that for problems without setup times
LIST(n) = g(rc) for every list 7-r.Note also that g(z)
is computed in O(nm) time, whereas LIST(n) takes
O(n logm) time. Cho and Sahni [2] also use a list
scheduling algorithm that focuses on the completion
times. They give a worst-case performance of this
algorithm for the problem Ql]C1nax and special cases
of it.
The next theorem proves that the list schedules obtained with the alternative list scheduling algorithm
are dominant for a broad class of parallel machine
problems.
Theorem 1. Suppose a set uj’jobs needs to be scheduled on identicul purullel machines. The jobs huve
releasr dutes, setup times need to be taken into uccount, und some regulur cost Junction needs to be
minimixd.
Then, there rsists u list 7csuch that g(x)
is un optimul ,schedule.

IX (1996)

r(a) = mz{

/rr 1 g(n) does not deviate from G},

where II is the set of all possible lists of subsets of ,J7
and 17~1is the number of jobs in rr. We are now ready
to prove the theorem. We do this by contradiction.
Proof of Theorem 1. Let a*~ R be any optimal schedule for which
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If the theorem does not hold, then r(a*) < n. Let rr*
be such that it contains r( G* ) jobs and g( rcX) does not
deviate from (r*.
Consider the directed graph D = (V, A) with a node
ci E V for each machine A4i (i = 1,. . , m). Suppose
that n,(a*)>n;(g(n*)).
Let Jill be the first job on M;
in cr* that is not in g(rr* ) and let Rj be the job sequence
that consists of Jlil and its successors on M, in (r*.
Note that Rj consists of precisely those jobs on M, in
g* that are not in <j(n* ). Suppose that Jl,l is scheduled
on machine Mi in g(rc*Jl,l). Then we have that ,j # i,
because ~(a*) is maximal. Draw an arc in D from t:,
to r,. Do this for every machine M, with n;( (T*) >
ni(cg(7c*)). We can distinguish two cases:
( 1) There is a Pi t V with an incoming arc and no
outgoing arc. Say, (c,, r.i) E A. Then we know that in
G* and in g( x* ) exactly the same jobs are scheduled on
M,, because otherwise ri would have had an outgoing
arc. Also,
Cli](ll(~*J[il))

Before we prove this theorem, we introduce some
additional notation. Let n be any list of a subset of
J. y(n) is then a purtiul schedule. Denote by n;(o)
(i = 1,. , m) the number of jobs that are scheduled
on machine M, in the (partial) schedule o and let Q be
the set of optimal complete schedules. We say that a
partial schedule (T’ deviutes from a complete schedule
r~ if one of the following conditions holds:
( 1) n,(d) > ni(CT) for at least one i (1 < id m);
(2) the jth job on machine M; in 0’ is not the
jth job on machine M, in G for some i and j
(1 < id m; I d j< n,(fY)).
Let r( (T) be the maximum number of jobs that any
list rt can contain such that y(n) does not deviate from
a given 0, that is,
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d Cl,](O”)

due to the way Jlil is assigned to a machine in g( rr*Jf,l ).
Let (T’ be the schedule obtained from cr by moving
the sequence R; to Mj. G’ is also optimal, because
Cl;l(a’) <Cl;](a), and therefore C,(o’) <C,(a) forj =
1,. , n. What is more, y( rr*Jl;l ) does not deviate from
a’ E $1, which is a contradiction with the maximality
of z(a.*).
(2) There is no ri E V with an incoming arc and no
outgoing arc. This means that each c, E V has either an
outgoing arc, or neither an incoming nor an outgoing
arc. Then D must contain at least one directed cycle
K. Without loss of generality, we assume that K =
v] c? . c,,rl. Let a’ be the schedule obtained from a
by moving the sequences RI,. . , R,, as follows: move
sequence RI to machine MI, Rl to A43, . , R,,_ , to M,,
and R,, to Ml. Using the same arguments as in case I,
we conclude that a’ is optimal, too. Since rc*Jtll does
not deviate from a’, this is, again, a contradiction with
the maximality of r(a*).
E!
Theorem I implies that for many parallel machine
problems a set of at most n! schedules is dominant.
Note that different lists may result in the same schedule. Dominance rules that prevent exploring several
lists that result in the same schedule can even further reduce this set. A branch-and-bound
algorithm
that uses the alternative list scheduling algorithm and
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such dominance rules has been successfully developed by Schutten and Leussink [7] for the problem
~I~jJilGnax.
The proof depends on the condition that Crij( 0’ )
< Ctij(o*) implies that Cj(o’)<Cj(o*)
for all jobs Jj
in the sequence Ri. This condition does not hold for
non-identical
parallel machine scheduling problems.
Hence, the theorem does not hold for uniform and
unrelated parallel machine scheduling problems.
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